
WATCH REPAIR SERVICEWe will repair, clean, oil and adjust any watch we have soldover the past 39 years
for the total price of$22.00 ifpaymentis received with watch. ($3.00 extra chargefor billing) Missing parts
or abused watches are extra charge. (We are always happy to send you an estimate) PLEASE NOTE - Offer good
only on those watches we have sold (DELWEACO, DELEMONT, ARNEX, DELAWARE, WEAVERW, etc.). Price
includesreturn shipping. Six months warrantyon all complete jobs.WE HAVESOME USED WATCHES FROM TIME
TO TIME - CALL OR WRITE. NOTE: SEE PAGE 46 FOR SENDING REPAIRS.
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SWISS QUARTZ WATCH

Same screw cover case as our regular 17J watch; but now with
an extremely accurate (+ or - one minute per year) quartz
battery, shock resistant, anti-magnetic, black hands and num-
bers, sweep second, chrome plated case. Special low drain
movement. Battery lastsup to 3years. Hands setthe traditional
way. No winding ever! ONE YEAR GUARANTEE! Retail
$89.95
#RRW/Q With *rll pocket watch

strap
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For the FINEST in CLOCKS and WATCHES!

SWISS 17 JEWEL WATCH

DELWEACO Railroad Pocket Watch, 17 jewel Swiss made
Incabloc shock-protected movement in heavy duty engraved
case with special screw-on covers. Has railroad engineon dial
and engraved on back cover. Black numbers and hands.
Unbreakable mainspring, antimagnetic. Rugged. Favorite
Pocket Watch! ONE YEAR GUARANTEE! Retail: $99.95 .
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SWISS QUARTZ WATCH
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DELWEACO Swiss miniature pocket/pendant (men’s or
ladies) quartz watch. Extremely accurate quartz, (+ or-one
minute peryear!) Operates up to 3 years on a battery. Never
needs winding. Hands set the traditional way. Chrome case,
sweep second hand, black numbers on a white dial with
automatic calendar, Anti-magnetic, shock resistant. ONE
YEAR GUARANTEE. Retail: $72.00

1 With wf ladies chain oh
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SWISS 17 JEWEL WATCH

DELWEACO Pendant/Pocket Watch(men or ladies) 17jewel
Incabloc shock protected, Swiss made, antimagnetic move-
ment in a miniature pocket watch case in chrome plate. Full
numbereddial, sweepsecondhand. Used as a pendant, Pocket
ora nurse’swatch. Highest quality throughout. ONEYEAR
GUARANTEE. Retail: $99.00
#95 With ntn uvhh-a chain or
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